OPENING PRAYER
Heavenly Father, thank you for loving us so much that you don’t want us to stay where we are in our
relationship with you. Thank you for the opportunity to continually grow in our information about you and our
experience with you. Forgive us for the times we still drink from the bottle instead of picking up a fork and
eating solid food. Help us to act our age spiritually. We pray this in the powerful and matchless name of Jesus.
Amen.

SCRIPTURE PASSAGES:
Hebrews 5:11-14 (NIV)
11 We

have much to say about this, but it is hard to make it clear to you because you no longer try to understand. 12 In fact,
though by this time you ought to be teachers, you need someone to teach you the elementary truths of God’s word all over
again. You need milk, not solid food! 13 Anyone who lives on milk, being still an infant, is not acquainted with the teaching
about righteousness. 14 But solid food is for the mature, who by constant use have trained themselves to distinguish good from
evil.
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INTRODUCTION
No one strives to be shallow. But how do we grow deeper? The journey starts with a step that each of
us can only take for ourselves. Feeding ourselves spiritually isn’t intended to be another thing on our
“to-do” lists. The reason we feed ourselves isn’t just because of what we find there, but who we find
there. It’s a way we encounter more of Jesus. It’s a step we take to lead ourselves into a growing
relationship with Jesus that’s marked by closeness. As a way to pick up your fork and feed yourself, I
invite you to join our “90 Day Bible Reading Challenge.” Go to our website at asburylv.org

QUESTIONS
1) Can you think of a time when it seemed you had stalled (relationally, professionally, or
spiritually) and weren’t sure what to do? Describe how you felt in that season.
2) Which of the titles below describes your current spiritual life? Explain your selection.


Curious skeptic: You’re wondering about God and investigating for yourself what a
relationship with Jesus is really like.



Hungry novice: You’ve recently started (or re-started) a relationship with Jesus and you
want to grow, but you question what steps to take.



Restless veteran: You’ve been following Jesus for a while now, but at times your spiritual
life can feel routine or it seems you’ve plateaued.



Happy camper: Your life is going well and, if you’re honest, you’re not sure you want to
journey into deeper waters spiritually.

3) Read Hebrews 5:11–13. The writer knew that it’s very possible (and probable at some point) for
us to be immature spiritually and not realize it. It’s easy to recognize that an 18-year-old drinking
from a bottle is immature. Why do you think it’s so hard for us to recognize spiritual immaturity in
our own lives?
4) If we repeatedly fail to maintain our physical health, we and those around us will suffer. In what
ways do you and those around you suffer when you settle for poor spiritual health?
5) What’s currently holding you back from journeying deeper spiritually?
6) The shallows can be bottle-fed, but the depths have to be self-fed. What steps will you take this
week to feed yourself? How can this group support you?
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